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A Comprehensive Review of the Broad Issues 
Concerning the Ir.telligence Community 

The issues to be addressed in nny comprehensive review of the 
intelligence community arc pos eel in the following questions: 

What is the role of .intelligence in the national policy 
process? How should the intelligence community be 
organized to fulfill this role? Should there be a supra
agency Director (or Coordinator} of National Intelligence? 
If so, what should be his charter v.is-a-vis the community 
in terms of resource allocation, i.:Jtelligcncc budget develop
ment, and management of the ClA? What should be his 
relationship to the President? 

What are the roles of the NSC and OMB in providing 
guidance to and management of the intelligence community? 

..,, -- .. . 

What are the roles of the NSC, the PFIA:S ·and:·"the Congress 
in oversight of the intelligence community? 

What is the Administration's policy on the conduct of 
covert actions? 

What arc the limits of CIA authority to conduct activities 
, within the United States? 

These questions could be addressed in a detailed study by a task group 
consisting of the A5sista.n.t to the President for National Security Affairs, 
the Counsel to the President, and the Director o{ OMB. The task group 
would be directed to prepare for your consideration .:t detailed options 

-- ----· ------- -· -*P-a.pe-:L' cont.aining recomn•crHl<:t.tlua::;; fur dt:aling with the broad structural, 
management and oversight issues discussed above. The group rn:ight 
also include, on speciUc m;1.ttcrs, the St!c.rctary of Defense, the .Atturney 
General, or the D~rector of Central Intelligence, These options would 
address: . 

{·l j revJ.·sloli'S 'to the National Secunty Act,- the CIA Act of 1949. 
other intelligence legisl<:ttion, and Presidential and NSC dire-etives 
on intelligence matters; 
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(2) Executive Branch oversight and control mechanisms and 
procedures, including the roles of the NSC. PFIAB, OMB, 
and the White rlouse; 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

_The role of the DC! and his responsibility and authority for 
the management of the Intelligen.ce Community; 

the basic organizational structure of the Intelligence 
Community; , 
resource managcrnent within the Intelligence Community~ 
and 

Congressional oversigh~ of intelligence activities (including 
the pos_sibility of declassifying some; n..f tl;e i':ltelligence budget), 
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Summary of Comments by the Departments and Agencies 
to the Rockefeller Commission Report 

In response tc the President's memorandum of June 11, 1975, 
the Secretilries of Treasury and Defense, the Acting Secretary of 
State and the Attorney General and the Director of Central Intel
ligence have submitted their comments on the Rockefeller Commis
sian Report and its 30 ,;-ecommendations. 

In general the responses arc complimentary about the report 
and concur with most of its recommendations. None of the responses 
discuss the broader issues raised by the Commission Report such 
as structural weaknesses in the CIA and other intelligence bodies .. 

Mr. Colby concurs in full or in part wit,h 2.9 of the 30 recom
mendations. The only recommendation he oppo.ses. is i-n~mber 4 
which says consideration should be given to making ai tea.'st. pa:rt 
of the CIA budget public. He notes that in many cases the recom
mendations have already been implemented. There are some recom
mendations that he has practical problems with, but in these cases 
he suggests modifications. 

The Attorney General states that his comments arc preliminary 
and emphasizes that the work required to develop guidelines recom
mended by the report has begun and that the questions and problems 
raised by the recommendations arc under study. \Vher e applicable, 
the Attorney General stresses that files now in the CIA's possession 
should not be destroyed until Justice closes its case as to possible 
criminal violations by CIA officials or employees and indicates that 
Justice will prosecute any such violations with the same vigor it 
would prosecute other criminal conduct. He also notes that many 
of the recommendations bear directly 0."1 the operations of the Dcpa.rt
mcnt of Justice sinte a change in the CIA's charter would carry with 
it implications with respect to the responsibilities of the FBI. 

State believes the Report gives a thorough review of CIA adh·ities 
and supports its principle recommendations which, if implemented, 
would create a sound basis for the continuation of the CIA's respon
sibilities in the years ahead. State suggests that some· of the recom
mendations concerning the internaf organization of the CIA should be 

DECLASSIFIED 
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held in abeyance until more study can be given to whether changes 
are to be made in the ultimate organization of the CIA. If there is a 
structural weakness, it may be that compartmenta.tion within the 
CIA permitted too many activities to proceed without adequate mech
anisms for review or questioning. State opposes Recommendation 4 
to release portions of the CIA budget. On Recommendation 5 to 
strengthen the oversight role of PFIAB, State questions whether 
such a mechanism is capable of fulfilling the tasks recommended 
in the report. In addition, State raises the issue of whether a 
strengthened Board as described would end up, tO" some degree, 
as a substitute for the NSC Staff . 

Secretary Schlesinger finds that most of the Commission's 
recom.mendations are thoughtful and constructive. In his opinion, 
if implemented, the rec01nmcndations should -significantly reduce 
the likelihood of the CIA again becoming emb.(oilcd in contr.ovcrsial 
domestic activity. The Secretary points out the ncce§"'s.Hy.for ·some 
changes in the recommendations. For example, he opposes the 
release of the CIA budget (Hecommendation 4) because of the 
resulting increased pressure to release the budgets for sensitive 
operations under his authority and hccausc of the "intelligence" 
informp.tion such release would provide. He is against full 
implementation of Recon1mcndation 5 on an expanded role for PFIAB 
bf.:cause such an increased role \vould place PFlA B in direct com
petition with the statutory members of the NSC as well as OMB and 
the oversight con1mitter-s of Congress. In particular, he emphasizes 

·that the NSC members arc in the best position to assess the qua!i.!}: 
of the intelligence collected and produced by CIA. 

Treasury urges that those rccomrncndations of the Con1mission 
that the Presidc-nt decides to adopt be implemcntl'd pt-omptl}' lJy 
Executive Order to the extent authorized by law. For example 
most of the organizational rccomrncndations and the strengthening 
of the Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board should not require legis
lative action. Secretary Simon feels strongly that a strengthened 
Board c"omposed of distinguished dtizcns of demonstrated leader
ship and integrity and with George Shultz as its chairman would 
help restore public confidence in the CIA. The Board must have 
ready access to information concerning CIA activities and should 
be given responsibility for an ongoing review of CIA operations 
and activities. Treasury believes that budgetary outlays for cer
tain relatively open CIA activities {Recommendation 4) could 
probably be rclcas ed without any damage to the nationa 1 security .. 

SECRETi .. 
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Twe.:"'lty Reforms Recomm•..:nded by the Rockefeller Commission 

Recotnrr.endation {6) 

The Depzrtment of Justice a.nd th-! CIA should establish wl"itten 
guidlines for tl-.e ho..ndling: o£ re~'orts of criminal viclations by employees 
of the Agf:ncy or J·el~ting to 1ts affairs. Thes~~ guidelines should require 
that the criminal invesl:ig;~tion and the decision \vbcther to prosecu~e be 
made by the Department of Justice, after consideration of Agency views 
regardir.g the impact of p~·osecution on the nation~l security. The Agc;1cy 

should be permitted to conduct such investigations as it: requires to 
determine whether its operations have been jeopardized. The .Agency 
should scrupulously avoid exercise of the prosecutorial function. 

Recommendation (9) 

-f... . . ·~..; ., . :· ~- - • 
a. The In:;pector General should be upgrad~d to" a .. status equiva-

lent to that of the deputy directox s in charge of the four directorates 
within the CIA. 

b. The Office of Inspector General should be staffed by outstanding, 
experienced officers from both inside and outside the CIA, with ability to 
understand the various branches of the Agency. 

c. The Inspector General's duties with respect to dc.mestic CIA 
activities should include periodic reviews of all offices withb·, the United 
States, He should exan-dne each office for compliance with CIA authority 
and regulations as well as for the effectiveness of their prog1·ams in 

·implementing policy objectives. 
d. The Inspector General should investig~tc all reports from 

employees concerning possible violations of the CIA .:>tatutc. 
e. The Inspector G~~ncral should be given complete acccs s to a11 

information in the CIA relevant to hi!:: reviews. 
f. An effecth·c Inspector Gcnera.l'-s office will require a larger 

staff, more fr equ:ent "'r evir:ws, and highly qualifi cd pcrsonne l. 
g. Inspector G('ne t·a 1 reports should be providP.cl to the National 

Security Council a.nd the recommended executive ovcrdght body. The 
Inspector General should have the authority, when he dccrr1s it 
appropriate, after notifying the Director of Central lntclligcncc, 
to consult with the executive oversight body on ;.•.r.y CIA activity 
{see Recommendation 5). 

DECLASSIFIED 
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a. The Director should review the composition and operation 
of the Office of General Counsel and the degree to which this office 
is consulted to determine whether the Agency is receiving adcqu2.te 
l~gal assislancc and representation in view of current requirements. 

b. Consideration should be given to measures which would 
strengthen the office's ·professional capabilities and reso\l-rces in
cluding, ·among other things, (1) occasionally departing from the 
existing practice of hirin,g lawyers from within the Agency to bring 
_in seasoned lawyers from private practice as well as to hire law 
school graduates without prior CIA experience; (2) occasionally 
assigning Agency lawyers to serve a tour of duty elsewhere in the 
government to expand their experience; (3) encouraging lawyers to 
participate· in outside professional activities • .,. _, 

Recommendation (11) 

.......... To a dP..gree consistent with the need for security, the CIA s ho·uld 

be encouraged to provide for incrcas ed lateral movement of personnel 
among the directorates and to bring persons with outside -experience 
into the Agency at all levels. 

Recommendation (12) 

a. The Agency should issue detailed gulclclincs for its employees 
·further specifying tho~e a:.:tivities within the United States which are 
permittC'd and tbos e which are pTohibited by statute, Executive Orders, 
and NSC and DCI directives. 

b. These guidelines should also set forth the standards which 
govern CIA activities and the general types of activities which are 
permitted and prohibited. They should,_ among other things, specify 
that: ... 

--Clandestine collection of intelligence dia·ected against 
United States citizens is prohibited except as specifically 
permitted by law.or published Executive Order. 

-~Unlawful methods or activities are prohibited • 
--·Prior approval of the DCI shall be required for any 

_ activities which may raise questions of complianc:;:c with the 
law or with Agency regulatioZ)S. 

c. The guid<'lincs s houlcl also provide that employees with in
formation on possibly improper activities are to bring it promptly to 
the attention of the Director of Centr::tl Intelligence Ol' the Inspector 
General. 
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R ecomcnendation (l 3) 

a. The President should instruct the Director of C c.nb·al 
Intelligence that the CIA is not to engage again in domestic mail 
openings except with express statutory authority in time of war. 
(See also Rccommcnd<Jtion 23.) 

b. The President should instruct the Director oi Central Intelli
gence t~at mail cover examinations are to be in compliance with postal 
regulations; they are to be undertaken only in furtherance o! the CIA's 
legitimate activities a.nd then only on a limited anil selected basis 
clearly involving matters of national security. 

Recommendation (14) 

-·- --··- ·- · ·· · a. A capability should be developed within the FBI, or elsewhere 
in the Department of .Justice, to evaluate, analyze incl. c~o.~,dinate 
intelligence a.nd counterintelligence collected by the F'"B.f~o'nc·c-rning 
espionage, terrorism, and other related matters of internal security. 

b. The CIA should restrict its participation in any joint int~lli
gence committees to foreign intelligence rnat:tcrs. 

c. The Fei should be cncoul'agcd to continue to lool< t.o the CIA 
for such foreign intelligence and counter-intelligence as is relevant to 
FBI needs. 

R ccommendation { 1 5) 

a. Presidents should refain fron1 directing the CIA to perform 
what are essentially internal security tasks. 

b. The CIA should resist any efforts, whatever their origin, to 
involve it again in such improper activities. 

c. The Agency should gua rei against allowing any component 
(like the Special Operations Group) to be-camP. so self -contained and 
isolated fron1 top Jc<tdcr.ship that rcgttlar supervision and review are 
lost. 

d. The files of the CHAOS project which have no foreign intelli
gence value should be dcstroycc! by the Agency at the conclusion of the 

_:_. ____________ cu.r.re.nt congr_cssional 1nvr.:';t.ic;:lt.ion~, or as ~oon thereafter as permitted 
by law. 
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Recommendation (16) 

The CIA should not infiltrate dissident groups or other orga
nizations of Americans in the absence of a written determination 
by the Director of Central Intelligence that such action is necessary 
to meet a clear danger to Agency facilities, operations. or personnel 
and that adequate coverage by law enforcement agencies is unavailable. 

Recommendation { 1 7) , 
All files on individuals accumulated by the Office of Security in 

the program relating to dissidents should be identified, and, except 
where necessary for a legitirnate foreign intelligence activity, be 
destroyed at the conclusion of·the cur-rent congressional investigations, 
or as soon ther·cafter as permitted by law. ~ ---

Recommendation (18) 

a. The Director of Central Intelligence should issue clear guide
lines setting forth the situatlons in which the CIA is justified in conductinf 
its own investigation of iN-lividuals presently or fo~:mcrly affiliated wit!! it. 

b. The guidelines should pcnnit the CIA to conduct investigations 
of such persons only wben the Director of Central Intelligence first 
determines that the investigation is necessary to protect intelligence 
sources and rncthods the disclosure of which 1night endanger the 
'national security. 

c.· Such investigations must be coordinated with the FBI whenever 
substantial evidence suggesting espionage or violation of a federal 
criminal statute is discovered. 

Recommendation {ZOt 

The CIA and oth'br components and agencies of the inte~ligcncc 
community should conduct pcrio<iic reviews of all classified material 
originating within those dcpadments or agencies, with a view to 
declassifying as much of that material as possible. The purpose of 
such review would be to assure the public that it has access to all 
infornution that should properly be disclosed. 
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Recommendation {22) 

The CIA should not undertake physical surveillance (defined 
as systematic observation) of Agency employees~ contractors or 
related personnel within the United States without first obtaining 
written approval of the Director of Central Intelligence. 

Recommendation (23) 

.In the United States and its possessions, the CIA should not 
intercept wire or oral c<:>tnrnunications 6 or otherwise engage in 
activities that would require a warrant if conducted by a law en
forcement agency. Responsibility for such activities belongs with 
the FBI. . 

Recommendation {24) 

The CIA should strictly adhere to established l"cglil' prO"cedures 
governing access to federal income tax information. · 

Recommendation (25) 

CIA investigation records should show that each investigation 
was duly authorized, and by whom, and should clearly set fodh the 
factual basis for undertaking the investigation and the results of tbe 
investigation •. 

~Recommendation (2 7) 

In accordance with its present guidelines, the CIA should not 
again engage in the testing of drugs on unsuspecting persons. 

Recommendation (28.) .. . 
·Testing of equipment for monitoring conversations should not 

involve unsuspecting persons living within the United States. 

Recommendation (29) 

A civilian agency committee should be reestablished to oversee 
the civilian uses of aerial intelligence photogra}Jhy in orde-r to avoid 
any concerns aver the improper domestic usc of a CIA-developed 
system. 



Recommendation (30) 

The Director of Central Intelligence and the Director of the 
FBI should prepare and submit for approval by the National Security 
Council a detailed agreement setting forth the jurisdiction of each 
agency and providing for effective liaison with respect to all matters 
of mutual concern. This agreement should be consistent with the 
provisions of law and with other applicable recommendations of this 
Report. 

... 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

ME:tvtORANDUM FOR 

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
THE ASSIST AN_T TO THE PRESIDENT FOR 

· NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS 
THE DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF MANAGEM,ENT 

ANDBUDGET • 
THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 

1 have completed my initial review of the Rep.,or_t of the Commission 
on CIA Activities within the United States and-' Agcricy c.~rnments on 
its recommendations and believe that it is appropriat6 td'i:/rcic"eed 
promptly with the implementation of the majority of the Commission 
recommendations. Toward this objective, I direct the following: 

The Director of Cc.ntral Intelligence should prepare 
internal CIA regulations and guideline::; to carry out 
the purposes of Com1nission Recommendations 
numbered 6, 9-13, 14b, ISb-c, 16-18, 20, 22-25, 
and 27-28. To the extent practicable, and within the 
bounds of prudent security~ these regulations should 
be unclassified. The DCI should also review all 
current CIA regulations and directives for conformity 
with these recommendations, make such modifications 
as may be nc<;:es.sary, and, as noted above, provide for 
their declassification as appropriate. 

The Attorney ~eneral and the Director of Central 
Intelligence should prepare and coordinate as necessary 
the internal procedures and guidelines suggested in 
Commission Recornmend.:1tions 6, 14, 18 and 30. These 
agreed guidelines should, to the extent practicable, be 
unclassified. ' 

The Assistant to the President for National Security 
Affairs, the Director, Office of Management and Budget, 

DEC LASS I FlED 
E.O. 12356, Sse. 3.4. 
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and the Director of Central Intelligence should prepare 
a drait directive establishing an interagency committee 
to over see the domestic uses of aerial intelligence 
ph?tography. 

The above actions should be completed by August 31. Copies of 
the resultant directives should be forwarded to the White House for 
my information. 

cc; The Vice President 
The Secretary of State 
The Secretary of Defense 
The Secretary of the Treasury 
ChairmanJ President's Foreign 

Intelligence Advisory Board 
The Counsel to the President 
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

o Revisions to the National Security Act which would -clarify 
CIA's authority by explicitly limitins it to foreign intelligence 
matters, 

The Commission's Recommendation #1 states: 

.. 

"Section 403 of the National Security Act of 1947 
should be amended in the form set forth in Appendi.."< VI 
to this Report. These amendments, in summary. 
would: 

"a. Make explicit that the CIA's activities must 
be related to foreign intelligence .. 

"b. Clarify t~e responsibility of the CIA to protect 
intelligence sources and met};o<Js from unauthorized 
disclosure. (The Agency would be' responsible for 
protecting against unauthorized c1isc16s.ure:$ within 

the CIA. and it would be respansiulc for providing 
guidance and technical assistance to other agency 
and department heads in protecting against un
authorized disclosures within their own agencies and 
departments.) 

"c. Confirm publicly the CIA's existing authority to 
collect foreign intelligence from willing sources 
within the United States. and. except as specified by 
the President in a published Executive Order • prohibit 
the CIA from collection efforts within the Unit{.~d State:; 
directed at securing foreign intelligence from ·unknow
ing American citizens. 11 

The Commission added that: 

DECLASSIFIED 
E.O. 12355, Sec. 3.4. 

... . 
"The Executive Orde·r authori:r.ed by this 

statute should recognize that when the collection of 
foreign intelligence from persons who are not United 
States citi~ens results in. the incidental acquisition of 
information from unknowing citiz;ens, the .Agency should 
be permitted to make appropriate usc or disposition of 
such information. Such collection activities must be 
directed at foreign intelligence sources • and the involve
ment of American citi~ens must be incidental." 

Hi W·l(,ft$"1 N?C .Jk. y-z/~o 
SECRtT 
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COMMENT: In some cases~ ambiguities have been partially respon 4 

~ible for CIA's improprieties wi ~hin the United States. Greater public 
awareness of the limits of the Agency's domestic authority would 
reassure the American people. 

As a legislative proposal, this could be criticized as too timid. 
Indeed, all generally ag.rcc that the CIA is now limited to foreign intel
ligence; although those portions of the recommendation dealing with th~ 
protection of sources and methods, and clandestine collection of_foreign 
intelligence from Amer~~an citizens within the United Stat~s may change 
existing law. 

, 
I£ it is -considered inadvisable to proceed with a legisla·,:ive proposal, 

this recommendation could be implemented by Executive Order. 

o An Executive Order to prohibit improper domestic activities 
_of CIA conce l·ning U.S. citizens. .., _, 

The Commission's Recommendation C2 state~.:·',:··< 

''The President should by Executive Order prohibit 
the CIA from the collection of information about the 
domestic activities of United States citizens (whether by 
overt or covert n1eans}. the evaluation, correlation, and 
dissemination of analyties or reports about such activities, 
and the storage of such information, with exceptions for 
the following categories of persons or activities: 

"a. Persons presently or fo·rmerly affiliated, or 
being considered for affiliation, with the CIA, 
directly or indirectly, or others who require, 
clearance by the CIA to receive classified infor
mation; 

11b. Per~ons or activities that pose a. clear threat 
to CIA facilities or personnel, provided that proper 
coordination with the FBI is accomplished; 

"c. Persons suspected of espionage or other illegal 
activities relating to foreign intelligence. provided ' 
that proper coordination with the FBI is a~complished. 

11d. Information which is received incidental to appro
priate CIA activities may be transmitted to an agency 
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with appropriate jurisdiction, including law enforce
ment agencies. 

"Collection of information from normal library sources 
such as newspapers, books, magazines and other such docu
ments is not to be affected by this order. 

"Information currently being maintained which is incon
sistent with the order should be destroyed at the conclusion 
o£ the current.congressional investigations or as soon 
thereafter as permitted by law. 

"The CIA should periodically screen its files and eliminate 
all material inconsistent with the order. 

"The order should be issued after consultation with the 
National Security Council, the Atto~ney General, and the 
Director of Central Intelligence. ~Any modification of the 
order would he permitted only though publ:ishe'cf" amendments. 11 

COMMENT: This supplements the statutory changes proposed in Recom
mendation #1. It would establish strict safeguards and reassure the 
American pee>plc that the CIA will not collect or store information about 
their domestic activities. 

o Les_islation to strenl!then CIA's internal organization and 
management structure, incJuding establishing a second 
Deputy Director position. 

11a. The Office of Deputy Director of Central 
Intellisencc should be reconstituted to provide 
for two such deputies, in addition to the four 
heads of the Agcnc y' s directorates. One deputy 
would act as the administrative officer, freeing 
the .,Pi rector from clay-to-day management duties. 
The other deputy should be a military officer, 
serving the functions of fostering relations with 
the military and providing the Agency with tech
nical expertise on military intelligence 
requirements. 



11b. ~fhe advice and consent of the Senate should be 
required for the appointment of each Deputy Director 
of Central Intelligence. 11 · 

COMMEl'iT: The purpose of this recommendation apparently is to ensure 
the presence of a strong administrative officer to run the day-to-day 
operations of the CIA while the DCI concentrates on policy matters and 

_ ..... _ ............ h3.9 -:ommuruty rospon::;;ibility. The Comrnio:..ion o.osumcd t.hat this 
deputy would generally be from the career ranks of the Agency while the 
DCI would be an outsider. -. 

The second deputy position is necessary to acc~rnrnodate the desires 
o£ the military to retain input and influence at the top levels of the Agency; 
in the past, the single DDCI has traditionally been a military officer. 

If it is decided not to proceed with legislative proposals, the substance 
of this recommendation might .be implemented by directing the DCI to 
reestablish a position such as Executive Directo:r - Comptl'oller. This 
CIA offidal in the past exercised the administrative functions contem-
plated for the second deputy director. :"· · ,; .. :· 

o Revised procedures on the handling of security violations,. 
including penalties for violations by present or former 
CIA employ_~ 

-.._ 

The Commis:Sion recommended: 

"a. In cases involving serious or continuing security 
violations, as determined by the Security Cornmittcc 
of the United States Intelligence Board, the Committee 
should be authorized to recommend in wribng to the 
Director of Central Intelligence {with .a copy to the 
National Security Council) that the case be referred 
to the FBI Ior further investigation, under procedures 
to be developed by the Attorney General . 
. . 

"b. These procedures should include a requirement that 
the FBI accept such referrals without l·egard to whether 
a favor;:lblc prosecutive opinion is issued by the Justice 
Department. The CIA should not engage in such further 
investigations. 11 {Recommendation 1/19.) 



'''The Commission endorses legislation, drafted with 
appropriate safeguards of the constitutional rights of 
all affected individuals, which would make it a 
criminal offense for employees or former employees 
of the CJA wilfully to div-.llge to any unauthorized per
son clas s:ified information pertaining to foreign intelli
gence or the collection thereof obtained during the 
course of their employment." (Recommendation #21.) 

COMMENT: The Comrnission found that the CIA had in the pa-st become 
invol.v.ed in surveillance of reporters and other Americans because the 
.J..~BI refused to pursue sec·urity leak cases. It thcr,cfore recommended 
that a formal procedure of the U.S. Intelligence Board be established to 
refer security violations to the FBI and to require that the FBI invcstig~~te 
such cases. The intelligence agencies disagree with this recominenda
tion. The Department ofJustice does not believe it should be require~ to 
take such cases; the other agencies doubt that the DCI should have to go 
through the USIB to refer a case to the FBI ... :-

-' 

The Rockefeller Commission also felt that secur:fty'~i6lations by past 
or current Agency employees could be reduced by enacting a new criminal 
statute pcnali7.ing disclosures. The Justice Department and the CIA 
disagree about the proper form fur such a statute. New provisions con
cerning unauthorized disclosure of classified information are contained 
in S.l, the recodification of the criminal code, now before Congress. 
Any proposal for tigl~ter criminal sanctions in this area will face sev~t·c 
criticism in the press and from Congress. The Commission itself 
re<:ognized the sensitivity by recommending such lcgj alation only if 
''drafted with appropriLLte safeguards of the constitutional rights of all 
affected iudj vi duals. 11 

o Changed Executive Branch I?roccdures on oversight of the 
intelligence corrununity and White House contact with CIA. 
includin~~ a stron!~C t• role for Lhe President• :s Foreign 
Intelligence Doard • 

.... 
The Commission recommended: 

"a. The !unctions of the President 1 s Foreign 
Intelligence .Advisory Doa.rd ~hould be exp.andcd 
to include oversight of the CIA. This· expanded 
oversight board should be composed 'of distin
guished citizens with v.::it·ying backgrounds and 
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experience. It should be headed by a full-time 
chairman and should have a full-time staff 
appropriate to its role. Its functions related 
to the CIA should include: 

11 1. Asses:5ing compliance by the CIA 
with its statutory authority. 

"2. Assessing the quality of foreign 
intelligence collection • .. 

113. Assessing the quality of foreign 
intelligence estimates. ' 

114. Assessing the quality of the organi
:z.ation of the CIA. 

"5. Assessing the quality ~f the manage-
-> . 

merit of the CIA. 

"6. Making recommendations ~V"ith respect 
to the above subjects to the President and the 
Director of Central Intelligence, and, wl-~:!re 

appropri2..te, the Attorney Gen.cr~u. 

11b. The Board should have access to all information 
in the CL~\. !t should be authorized. to audit 2.nd 
investigate CIA expenditures and activities on its 
own initiative. 

11 c. The Inspector General of the CIA should be 
authori.zed to report directly to the Doard, after 
having notified the Director of Centt·al !ntelligcnc c, 

... . 
in cases he deems n.ppropriu.te. {Recommendation ii5.} -

11 A single and exclusive high-level channel should be 
establisl-.ed for transmi::o sion. of all White House staff 
requests to the CIA. This ch(lnncl should run between 
an officer of the National SQcurity Council staff desig
nated by the President and the office of the Director or 
his Deputy •11 {Recommendation /f26.) 

COMMENT: The Commis sionbelieved ·that the President's Foreign Intclli· 
gcnce Advisory Board was best qualified to be the body that kept c~ose 
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watch on CIA activities. A number of agencies in the intelligence com- . 
munity, and the PFIAD itself, have some doubts as to whether this body 
can adequately fulfill the role foreseen for it by the Commission. A 
question would also remain about PFIAB 1 s responsibilities cJVer the other 
intelligence agencies. 

The Commission also proposed a single h.igh level channel between the 
White House and the CIA in order to prevent improper White House re
quests to the CIA. Although the aim of this recorruncndation is laudable, 
some question has been J;ais-cd about its practicality in light of the many 
day-to-.day communicatio.ns that necessarily must occur between Whltc 
House ·staff persons and CIA employees. ~ 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDE~T 
DECLASSIFiED 

M8 n-IE;·~
2

;~;_·.RJr. ~J?J.4o 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Henry A. Kissinger 
Philip._W. Buchen 
James T. Lynn 

By Uk ,NARA, Date 3/2'1:/qa 

" Implementation of Recori1mend3.tions of the 
Commission on CIA Activities Within the 
United States 

.. We have reviewed the report and recommcndatigns of the Rockefeller 
Commission on CIA Activities Within the United St~tcs and the views 
of the departments and agencies which you asked to co~~·me;I~t:·o~ .the 
report. These views are summarized a.t Tab A. 

The our~wse o£ this memorandum is to recommen.d an avoroach to 
;mplenwnt. tl->f." Gomn1is sion1 s recornm endations. 

BACKGROUND 

. The Rockefeller Commission was charged with investigating and m;l.k5.ng 
·recommendations with respect to allegations that the CIA engaged in 
~llcgal spying on American citizens. 

Its report on this subject was well received publicly, and almost all of 
·its recomr.Jendationt: have met with complete approval in the intelljgcncc 
·community. 

The rccon:::ncr..diltlons of the Ro~ .. ::keft.:ller .Cornmission fall into t\<.·o 
sepa1·atc c.J.tcgorics • ..,,;:The firo;t consists of a series of twenty rdor:ma 
which, alth:mgh signific.:mt and deserving of you1· consideration and 
approval, will as a practical matter be implemented at the agency level. 

*Two Commission recommendations arc not discussed because th~y deal 
with matters primarily V-."ithin the pro\lince of the Congrcs's {a Joint o ... .-er
sight Committee) or in.volve personnel (the qualifh· 4!tior:s of futur~ DC!' s}. 
A third Commissic:n rccomr)';cn<lation, :lut Cor..grcss c:J.rc.fully co1~sid~r , 
partial disclosure of the CIA budget, is dealt \Vith clsc,,.·herc in this rnem·o
randum, as Ll. decision which we rcccm:~H.'ucl ::;houltl be dcfr.:rrcd. 
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They are listed at Tab B. These recomru\'.:.;:.:. <ans arc generally sup
ported by all interested agencies and we recommend that you approve 
their immediate implementation by signing the memora::tdum at Tab C. 

APPROVE DISAPPROVE ------ ------
The second g.roup of recommendations go to the question of the structure, 
function and direct Presidential command and control of the CIA. The 
seven recommendations in this categor-y are listed at Tab D. As a pack
age, they represent a re·sponsible and effective initiative to· establish 
better. Executive control over, and prevent improper domestic activities 
by, the CIA. The Commission's recommendations 'in this category {herc
a~ter referred to as "the policy recommendations") propose: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

revisions to the National Security Act which would 
clarify CIA 1 s authority by explicit! y limiting it to 
foreign in telligencc matters (this"' could also be 
~omplished by Executiv~ Order); 

an Executive Order to prohibit improper domestic 
activities of CIA concerning U.S. citizens; 

legislatio11 to strengthen CIA's internal organiz.:J.tion 
and management structure, including establishing a 
second Deputy Director position; 

revise·~~bcedures on the handling of security · 
violations, including new responsibilities for USlB 
in this area and stronger penalties for violations by 
present or former CIA emJ?loyees {a version of this 
proposal is in S. 1, the new criminal code bill, which 
provides penalties for the unauthorized disclosure of 
classified information}; 

... 
· changed Executive Branch procedures on oversight of 

the intelligence community and White House contact 
with ClA and a stronger role for the President's 
Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board. 

It is to this group of policy recommendations that the remainder of this 
memorandum is addressed. 
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DISCUSSION 

Since establishment of the Rockefeller Commission last January, the 
range of allegations against the CIA and the rest of the intelligence 
community has broadened considerably. Select Committees of both 
Houses of Congress are now engaged in inquiries tmder mandates 
which permit them to investigate and propose leg.:.slation on the most 
fundamental 'questions of intelligence -- such as the role of intelligence, 
the organization of the community, oversight arrangements, the 
legitimacy ;.tnd utility of covert action, and the degree of openness of 
the intelligence budget. "In view of tht.: scope of the Rockefeller Com
mission's mandate, however, its recommendations do not address 
these is sues. " 

Under these circumstances, you must decide whether to proceed with 
the prompt implementation of the Commission's policy recomrn.enda
tions now, or await developments in the Congressional Committees 
over the coming months and include the policy r-ec~mmendations in a 
broader package which responds to the more fal·-reachi.n.!fj.nitiatives 
that are likely to emerge later from the Congressional reviews. 

In view of the limited scope of the Commission's policy recommenda
tions, action to implement them 110\V might be c ritici7.cd as being too 
timid, in light of the broad range of issues raised by the Select 
Committee investigations. Although such criticism is likely, we 
believe that the Commis sian's policy recommendations arc fully respon
sive to what is in fact the primary concern of the American people ~
that the CIA engages in "domestic spying" and is, in the words of 
Senator Church, "a rogue elephant out of control." Implementation of 
the Commission's policy recommendations --which can be fully accom
plished by Presidential action -- will deal with the fundamental problem 
now, and enable you to handle separately, at a later time and ir. different 
fashion, the broader issues such as covert action, the classified budget, 
and other community-wide structure or xpanagement questions . ., 
In addition, Congressional action on domestic improprieties is imminent. 
There are currently a number of Committees other than the Select 
Committees addressing various aspects of the reported improprieties; 
legislation in these areas is likely to be piecemeal and unacceptable, but 
it will come soon. On the other hand, issues such as cov~rt action, the 
classified budget and major ave rhaul of the intelligence structure are 
moving on a different timetable and are being considered only by the two 

SfCRET 
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Select Committees. It is unlikely that legislative propo!;als will emerge 
in these areas until the Select Committees conclude their activities next 
Spring. Thus, not only is the "improprieties" area more urgent, but 
there is also a significant likelihood that Presidential act) on on the sc 
matters could effectively be foreclosed if put off and considered only as 
part of a broader -- and, by definition, later -- package o£ reforms. 

For the foregoing reasons, we reconunend that you order the development 
by August 25 of optional steps to act on the group o£ Commission policy 
recommendations as dcs.~ribed above. 

If you approve this action, we will continue to deve~op options for your 
consideration at an appropriate time on other matters being raised in 
the course of the Select Committee investigations. 

If you disagree with our recommended action, you should direct a dc
tail~.d study to develop broader proposals respo,n&.ivc to issues beyond 
the scope of the Rockefeller Commission's inquiry. ·A list of the p~s
sible issues and a mechanism for dealing with them is set,:fo:fth,in 
Tab E. This approach would permit you to act on the broadest front 
and would negate criticism that you are not confronting these issues. 
However, there are drawuacks. A further and broader study would be 
very time consuming; Wf! estimate that such a ;:;tudy would take at least 
several months. More importantly, this delay could cause us to lose 
the initiative entirely. We do not recommend this alternative approach 
for these reasons and because we find the arguments in favor of imme
diate in1plcmentation more persuasive. 

RECOMMENDATION 

That; you approve action on the Commission's policy recommendations 
to correct improper domestic activities a.nd establish better Executive 
Branch control of the CIA. (I£ you approve this recommended action, 
an appropriate set o(. options to act on the Commission's policy recom
mendations will be developed and submitted to you by August 25. The 
plan will provide for your action by early September.) {Recommended 
by all your advisers.) 

APPROVE DISAPPROVE 
-~----- ---'-----

OTHER 

SfCftET 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT DECLASS! F! ED 

FROM: Henry A. Kissinger 
Philip_ W. Buchen 
James T. Lynn 

lC' 0 'r ~~::.r (• 1 4 

MR ~- ts, ;:~;· ~~~e &. ~h Jqo 

SUBJECT: 

By _I11_H_,rJ ·\''!-', f ;c··'i; __ -?ml:io_ 

Implementation of Recommendations of the 
Commission on CIA Activities Within the 
United States 

We have reviewed the report and recommendations of the Rockefeller 
Commission on CIA Activities Within the United States and the views 
of the departments and agencies which you asked to comment on the 
report. These views are summarized at Tab A. 

The purpose of this memorandum is to recommend an approach to 
jmplem 0nt tfle Commission 1 s recomm endabons. 

BACKGROUND 

The Rockefeller Commission was charged with investigating and making 
recommendations with respect to allegations that the CIA engaged in 
~llegal spying on A..TT1erican citizens. 

Its report on this subject was well received publicly, and almost all of 
its recommendations have met with complete approval in the intelligence 
community. 

The recommendations of the Rockefeller Commission fall into tv.,.-o 
separate categories. >:~ The first consists of a series of tvrenty reforms 
which, although significant and deserving of your consideration and 
approval, will as a practical matter be implemented at the agency level. 

:o:~ Two Commission recommendations are not discussed because they deal 
with matters primarily within the province o£ the Congress (a Joint Over
sight Committee) or involve personnel (the qualifications of future DCI' s). 
A third Commission recommendation, that Congress carefully consider 
partial dj sclosure of the CIA budget, is dec>.lt v.-ith elsewhere in this memo-
randun1, as a decision which we reccml'!1end should be deferred. ·' 1 
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They are listed at Tab B. These recommendations are generally sup
ported by all interested agencies and we recommend that you approve 
their immediate implementation by signing the memorandum at Tab C. 

APPROVE DISAPPROVE ------ ------
The second group of recommendations go to the question of the structure, 
function and direct Presidential command and control of the CIA. The 
seven recommendations in this category are listed at Tab D. As a pack
age, they represent a re-sponsible and effective initiative to establish 
better. Executive control over, and prevent improper domestic activities 
by, the CIA. The Commission's recommendations 'in this category (here
a:!:ter referred to as "the policy recommendations") propose: 

o revisions to the National Security Act which would 
clarify CIA's authority by explicitly limiting it to 
foreign intelligence matters (this could also be 
accomplished by Executive Order); 

o an Executive Order to prohibit improper domestic 
activities of CIA concerning U.S. citizens; 

o legisla.tion. to strengthen CIA's internal organization 
and management structure, including establishing a 
second Deputy Director position; 

o revised procedures on the handling of security 
violations, including new responsibilities for USIB 
in this area and stronger penalties for violations by 
present or former CIA employees (a version of this 
proposal is in S. 1, the new criminal code bill, which 
provides penalties for the unauthorized disclosure of 
classified information); 

o changed Executive Branch procedures on oversight of 
the intelligence community and White House contact 
with CIA and a stronger role for the President's 
Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board. 

It is to this group of policy recommendations that the remainder of this 
memorandum is addressed. 
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DISCUSSION 

Since establishment of the Rockefeller Commission last January, the 
range of allegations against the CIA and the rest of the intelligence 
community has broadened considerably. Select Committees of both 
Houses of Congress are now engaged in inquiries under mandates 
which permit them to investigate and propose legislation on the most 
fundamental questions of intelligence -- such as the role of intelligence, 
the organization of the community, oversight arrangements, the 
legitimacy and utility of covert action, and the degree of openness of 
the intelligence budget. -In view of the scope of the Rockefeller Com
mission's mandate, however, its recommendations do not address 
these is sues. 

Under these circumstances, you must decide whether to proceed with 
the prompt implementation of the Commission's policy recommenda
tions now, or await developments in the Congressional Committees 
over the coming months and include the policy recommendations in a 
broader package which responds to the more far-reaching initiatives 
that are likely to emerge later from the Congressional reviews. 

In view of the limited scope of the Commission's policy recommenda
tions, action to implement them now might be criticized as being too 
timid, in light of the broad range of issues raised by the Select 
Committee investigations. Although such criticism is likely, we 
believe that the Commission's policy recommendations are fully respon
sive to what is in fact the primary concern of the American people -
that the CIA engages in "domestic spying" and is, in the words of 
Senator Church, "a rogue elephant out of control." Implementation of 
the Commission's policy recommendations --which can be fully accom
plished by Presidential action -- will deal with the fundamental problem 
now, and enable you to handle separately, at a later time and in different 
fashion, the broader issues such as covert action, the classified budget, 
and other community-wide structure or management questions. 

In addition, Congressional action on domestic improprieties is imminent. 
There are currently a number of Committees other than the Select 
Committees addressing various aspects of the reported improprieties; 
legislation in these areas is likely to be piecemeal and unacceptable, but 
it will come soon. On the other hand, issues such as covert action, the 
classified budget and major overhaul of the intelligence structure are 
moving on a different timetable and are being considered only by the two 
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Select Committees. It is unlikely that legislative proposals will emerge 
in these areas until the Select Committees conclude their activities next 
Spring. Thus, not only is the "improprieties" area more urgent, but 
there is also a significant likelihood that Presidential action on these 
matters could effectively be foreclosed if put off and considered only as 
part of a broader-- and, by definition, later-- package of reforms. 

For the foregoing reasons, we recommend that you order the development 
by August 25 of optional steps to act on the group of Commission policy 
recommendations as described above. 

If you approve this action, we will continue to deve~op options for your 
consideration at an appropriate time on other matters being raised in 
the course of the Select Committee investigations. 

If you disagree with our recommended action, you should direct a de
tailed study to develop broader proposals responsive to is sues beyond 
the scope of the Rockefeller Commis sion1 s inquiry. A list of the pas
sible issues and a mechanism for dealing with them is set forth in 
Tab E. This approach would permit you to act on the broadest front 
and would negate criticism that you are not confronting these issues. 
However, there are drawbacks. A further and broader study would be 
very time consuming; we estimate that such a study would take at least 
several months. More importantly, this delay could cause us to lose 
the initiative entirely. We do not recommend this alternative approach 
for these reasons and because we find the arguments in favor of imme
diate implementation more persuasive. 

RECOMMENDATION 

That you approve action on the Commission• s policy recommendations 
to correct improper domestic activities and establish better Executive 
Branch control of the CIA. (If you approve this recommended action, 
an appropriate set of options to act on the Commission• s policy recom
mendations will be developed and submitted to you by August 25. The 
plan will provide for your action by early September.) (Recommended 
by all your advisers.) 

APPROVE DISAPPROVE ------- -------
OTHER 





Summary of Comments by the Departments and Agencies 
to the Rockefeller Commission Report 

In response to the President's memorandum of June 11, 1975, 
the Secretaries of Treasury and Defense, the Acting Secretary of 
State and the Attorney General and the Director of Central Intel
ligence have submitted their comments on the Rockefeller Commis
sion Report and its 30 .;recommendations. 

In general the responses are complimentary about the report 
and concur with most of its recommendations. None of the responses 
discuss the broader issues raised by the Commission Report such 
as structural weaknesses in the CIA and other intelligence bodies. 

Mr. Colby concurs in full or in part with 2 9 of the 30 recom
mendations. The only recommendation he opposes is number 4 
which says consideration should be given to making at least part 
of the CIA budget public. He notes that in many cases the recom
mendations have already been implemented. There are some recom
rnendations that he has practical problems with, but in these cases 
he suggests modifications. 

The Attorney General states that his comments are preliminary 
and emphasizes that the work required to develop guidelines recom
mended by the report has begun and that the questions and problems 
raised by the recommendations are under study. Where applicable, 
the Attorney General stresses that files now in the CIA's possession 
should not be destroyed until Justice closes its case as to possible 
criminal violations by CIA officials or employees and indicates that 
Justice will prosecute any such violations with the same vigor it 
would prosecute other criminal conduct. He also notes that many 
of the recommendations bear directly on the operations of the Depart
ment of Justice since a change in the CIA's charter would carry with 
it implications with respect to the responsibilities of the FBI. 

State believes the Report gives a thorough review of CIA activities 
and supports its principle recommendations which, if implemented, 
would create a sound basis for the continuation of the CIA 1 s respon
sibilities in the years ahead. State suggests that some of the recom
mendations concerning the internal organization of the CIA. should be 

DECLASSIFIED 
E.O. 12356, Sec. 3.4. 
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held in abeyance until more study can be given to whether changes 
are to be made in the ultimate organization of the CIA. If there is a 
structural weakness, it may be that compartmentation within the 
CIA permitted too many activities to proceed without adequate mech
anisms for review or questioning. State opposes Recommendation 4 
to release portions of the CIA budget. On Recommendation 5 to 
strengthen the oversight role of PFIAB, State questions whether 
such a mechanism is capable of fulfilling the tasks recommended 
in the report. In addition, State raises the issue of whether a 
strengthened Board as described would end up, to' some degree, 
as a substitute for the NSC Staff. 

Secretary Schlesinger finds that most of the Commission's 
recommendations are thoughtful and constructive. In his opinion, 
if implemented, the recommendations should significantly reduce 
the likelihood of the CIA again becoming embroiled in controversial 
domestic activity. The Secretary points out the necessity for some 
changes in the recommendations. For example, he opposes the 
release of the CIA budget (Recommendation 4) because of the 
resulting increased pressure to release the budgets for sensitive 
operations under his authority and because of the "intelligence" 
information such release would provide. He is against full 
implementation of Recommendation 5 on an expanded role for PFIAB 
because such an increased role would place PFIAB in direct com
petition with the statutory members of the NSC as well as OMB and 
the oversight committees of Congress. In particular, he emphasizes 

-that the NSC members are in the best position to assess the quality 
of the intelligence collected and produced by CIA. 

Treasury urges that those recommendations of the Commission 
that the President decides to adopt be implemented promptly by 
Executive Order to the extent authorized by law. For example 
most of the organizational recommendations and the strengthening 
of the Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board should not require legis
lative action. Secretary Simon feels strongly that a strengthened 
Board composed of distinguished citizens of demonstrated leader
ship and integrity and with George Shultz as its chairman would 
help restore public confidence in the CIA. The Board must have 
ready access to information concerning CIA activities and should 
be given responsibility for an ongoing review of CIA operations 
and activities. Treasury believes that budgetary outlays for cer
tain relatively open CIA activities (Recommendation 4) could 
probably be released without any damage to the national security. 
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Twenty Reforms Recommended by the Rockefeller Commission 

Recommendation (6} 

The Department of Justice and the CIA should establish written 
guidlines for the handling of reports of criminal violations by employees 
of the Agency or relating to its affairs. These guidelines should require 
that the criminal investigation and the decision whether to prosecute be 
made by the Department of Justice, after consideration of Agency views 
regarding the impact of prosecution on the nationcil security. The Agency 
should be permitted to conduct such investigations as it requires to 
determine whether its operations have been jeopardized. The Agency 
should scrupulously avoid exercise of the prosecutorial function. 

Recommendation (9) 

a. The Inspector General should be upgraded to a status equiva
lent to that of the deputy directors in charge of the four directorates 
within the CIA. 

b. The Office of Inspector General should be staffed by outstanding, 
experienced officers from both inside and outside the CLA., with ability to 
understand the various branches of the Agency. 

c. The Inspector General's duties with respect to domestic CIA 
activities should include periodic reviews of all offices within the United 
States. He should examine each office for compliance with CIA authority 
and regulations as well as for the effectiveness of their programs in 

-implementing policy objectives. 
d. The Inspector General should investigate all reports from 

employees concerning possible violations of the CIA statute. 
e. The Inspector General should be given complete access to all 

information in the CIA relevant to his reviews. 
f. An effective Inspector General's office will require a larger 

staff, more frequent reviews, and highly qualified personnel. 
g. Inspector General reports should be provided to the National 

Security Council and the recommended executive oversight body. The 
Inspector General should have the authority, when he deems it 
appropriate, after notifying the Director of Central Intelligence, 
to consult with the executive oversight body on any CIA activity 
(see Recommendation 5). 
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Recommendation (10) 

a. The Director should review the composition and operation 
of the Office of General Counsel and the degree to which this office 
is consulted to determine whether the Agency is receiving adequate 
legal assistance and representation in view of current requirements. 

b. Consideration should be given to measures which would 
strengthen the office's -professional capabilities and resources in
cluding, among other things, (1) occasionally departing from the 
existing practice of hiring lawyers from within the Agency to bring 
in seasoned lawyers from private practice as well as to hire law 
school graduates without prior CIA experience; (2) occasionally 
assigning Agency lawyers to serve a tour of duty elsewhere in the 
government to expand their experience; (3) encouraging lawyers to 
participate in outside professional activities. 

Recommendation (11) 

To a degree consistent with the need for security, the CIA should 
be encouraged to provide for increased lateral movement of personnel 
among the directorates and to bring persons with outside experience 
into the Agency at all levels. 

Recommendation (12) 

a. The Agency should issue detailed guidelines for its employees 
further specifying those activities within the United States which are 
permitted and those which are prohibited by statute, Executive Orders, 
and NSC and DC! directives. 

b. These guidelines should also set forth the standards which 
govern CIA activities and the general types of activities which are 
permitted and prohibited. They should, among other things, specify 
that: 

--Clandestine collection of intelligence directed against 
United States citizens is prohibited except as specifically 
permitted by law or published Executive Order. 

--Unlawful methods or activities are prohibited. 
--Prior approval of the DCI shall be required for any 

.. activities which may raise questions of compliance with the 
law or with Agency regulations. 

c. The guidelines should also provide that employees with in
formation on possibly improper activities are to bring it promptly to 
the attention of the Director of Central Intelligence or the Inspector 
General. 



Recommendation (13) 

a. The President should instruct the Director of Central 
Intelligence that the CIA is not to engage again in domestic mail 
openings except with express statutory authority in time of war. 
(See also Recommendation 23.) 

b. The President should instruct the Director of Central Intelli
gence that mail cover examinations are to be in compliance with postal 
regulations; they are to be undertaken only in furtherance of the CIA's 
legitimate activities and then only on a limited ana selected basis 
clearly involving matters of national security. 

Recommendation (14) 

a. A capability should be developed within the FBI, or elsewhere 
in the Department of Justice, to evaluate, analyze and coordinate 
intelligence and counterintelligence collected by the FBI concerning 
espionage, terrorism, and other related matters of internal security. 

b. The CIA should restrict its participation in any joint intelli
gence committees to foreign intelligence matters. 

c. The FBI should be encouraged to contlnue to look to the CIA 
for such foreign intelligence and counter -intelligence as is relevant to 
FBI needs. 

Recommendation ( 15) 

a. Presidents should refain from directing the CIA to perform 
what are essentially internal security tasks. 

b. The CIA should resist any efforts, whatever their origin, to 
involve it again in such improper activities. 

c. The Agency should guard against allowing any component 
(like the Special Operations Group) to become so self-contained and 
isolated from top leaders hip that regular supervision and review are 
lost. 

d. The files of the CHAOS project which have no foreign intelli
gence value should be destroyed by the Agency at the conclusion of the 
current congressional investigations, or as soon thereafter as permitted 
by law. 



Recommendation (16) 

The CIA should not infiltrate dissident groups or other orga
nizations of Americans in the absence of a written determination 
by the Director of Central Intelligence that such action is necessary 
to meet a clear danger to Agency facilities, operations, or personnel 
and that adequate coverage by law enforcement agencies is unavailable. 

Recc:>mmendation (17) 

All files on individuals accumulated by the Office of Security in 
the program relating to dissidents should be identified, and, except 
where necessary for a legitimate foreign intelligence activity, be 
destroyed at the conclusion of the current congressional investigations, 
or as soon thereafter as permitted by law. 

Recommendation (18) 

a. The Director of Central Intelligence should issue clear guide
lines setting forth the situations in which the CIA is justified in conducting 
its own inYestigation of individuals presently or formerly affiliated with it. 

b. The guidelines should permit the CIA to conduct investigations 
of such persons only when the Director of Central L11telligence first 
determines that the investigation is necessary to protect intelligence 
sources and methods the disclosure of which might endanger the 
'national security. 

c. Such investigations must be coordinated with the FBI whenever 
substantial evidence suggesting espionage or violation of a federal 
criminal statute is discovered. 

Recommendation (20) 

The CIA and other components and agencies of the intelligence 
community should conduct periodic reviews of all classified material 
originating within those departments or agencies, with a view to 
declassifying as much of that material as possible. The purpose of 
such review would be to assure the public that it has access to all 
inforrnation that should properly be disclosed. 



Recommendation (22) 

The CIA should not undertake physical surveillance (defined 
as systematic observation) of Agency employees, contractors or 
related personnel within the United States without first obtaining 
written approval of the Director of Central Intelligence. 

Recommendation (23) 

.In the United States and its possessions, the CIA should not 
intercept wire or oral communications 6 or otherwise engage in 
activities that would require a warrant if conducted by a law en
forcement agency. Responsibility for such activities belongs with 
the FBI. 

Recommendation (24) 

The CIA should strictly adhere to established legal procedures 
governing access to federal income tax information. 

Recommendation (2 5) 

CIA investigation records should show that each investigation 
was duly authorized, and by whom, and should clearly set forth the 
factual basis for undertaking the investigation and the results of the 
investigation. 

-Recommendation (2 7) 

In accordance with its present guidelines, the CIA should not 
again engage in the testing of drugs on unsuspecting persons. 

Recommendation (28) 

·Testing of equipment for monitoring conversations should not 
involve unsuspecting persons living within the United States. 

R ecornmendation (2 9) 

A civilian agency committee should be reestablished to oversee 
the civilian uses of aerial intelligence photography in order to avoid 
any concerns over the improper domestic use of a CIA-developed 
system. 



Recommendation (30) 

The Director of Central Intelligence and the Director of the 
FBI should prepare and submit for approval by the National Security 
Council a detailed agreement setting forth the jurisdiction of each 
agency and providing for effective liaison with respect to all matters 
of mutual concern. This agreement should be consistent with the 
provisions of law and with other applicable recommendations of this 
Report. 





THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
THE ASSISTAI'{I' TO THE PRESIDENT FOR 

NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS 
THE DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF MANAGEM;ENT 

AND BUDGET 
THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 

I have completed my initial review of the Report of the Commission 
on CIA Activities within the United States and Agency comments on 
its recommendations and believe that it is appropriate to proceed 
promptly with the implementation of the majority of the Commission 
recommendations. Toward this objective, I direct the following: 

The Director of Ce.ntral Intelligence should prepare 
internal CIA regulations and guidelines to carry out 
the purposes of Commission Recommendations 
numbered 6, 9-13, 14b, lSb-c, 16-18, 20, 22-25, 
and 27-28. To the extent practicable, and within the 
bounds of prudent security, these regulations should 
be unclassified. The DCI should also review all 
current CIA regulations and directives for conformity 
with these recommendations, make such modifications 
as may be necessary, and, as noted above, provide for 
their declassification as appropriate. 

The Attorney General and the Director of Central 
Intelligence should prepare and coordinate as necessary 
the internal procedures and guidelines suggested in 
Commission Recommendations 6, 14, 18 and 30. These 
agreed guidelines should, to the extent practicable, be 
unclassified. 

The Assistant to the President for National Security 
Affairs, the Director, Office of Management and Budget, 

DECLJ',SS l FlED 
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and the Director of Central Intelligence should prepare 
a draft directive establishing an interagency committee 
to oversee the domestic uses of aerial intelligence 
photography. 

The above actions should be completed by August 31. Copies of 
the resultant directives should be forwarded to the White House for 
my information. 

cc: The Vice President 
The Secretary of State 
The Secretary of Defense 
The Secretary of the Treasury 
Chairman, President's Foreign 

Intelligence Advisory Board 
The Counsel to the President 





POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

o Revisions to the National Security Act which would clarify 
CIA's authority by explicitly limiting it to foreign intelligence 
matters. 

The Commission's Recommendation# 1 states: 

"Section 403 of the National Security Act of 1947 
should be amended in the form set forth in Appendi.."{: VI 
to this Report. These amendments, in summary, 
would: 

; 

"a. Make explicit that the CIA's activities must 
be related to foreign intelligence. 

"b. Clarify the responsibility of the CIA to protect 
intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized 
disclosure. (The Agency would be responsible for 
protecting against unauthorized disclosures within 
the CIA, and it would be responsible for providing 
guidance and technical assistance to other agency 
and department heads in protecting against un
authorized disclosures within their own agencies and 
departments.) 

"c. Confirm publicly the CIA's existing authority to 
collect foreign intelligence from willing sources 
within the United States, and, except as specified by 
the President in a published Executive Order, prohibit 
the CIA from collection efforts within the United States 
directed at securing foreign intelligence from unknow
ing American citizens." 

The Commission added that: 

"The Executive Order authorized by this 
statute should recognize that when the collection of 
foreign intelligence from persons who are not United 
States citizens results in the incidental acquisition of 
information from unknowing citizens, the Agency should 
be permitted to make appropriate use or disposition of 
such information. Such collection activities must be 
directed at foreign intelligence sources, and the involve
ment of American citizens must be incidental.'' 

(~"':::· t"'l foJ7 ~=- ' r::-t r:- 0 JL.\J\...ar~·~..J-~J! i I[,,.. 
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COMMENT: In some cases, ambiguities have been partially respon
sible for CIA1 s improprieties within the United States. Greater public 
awareness of the limits of the Agency's domestic authority would 
reassure the American people. 

As a legislative proposal, this could be criticized as too timid. 
Indeed, all generally agree that the CIA is now limited to foreign intel
ligence; although those portions of the recommendation dealing with the 
protection of sources and methods, and clandestine collection of foreign 
intelligence from Amer~~an citizens within the United States may change 
existing law. 

.! 

If it is considered inadvisable to proceed with a legislative proposal, 
this recommendation could be implemented by Executive Order. 

o An Executive Order to prohibit improper domestic activities 
of CIA concerning U.S. citizens. 

The Commission's Recommendation #2 states: 

11 The President should by Executive Order prohibit 
the CIA from the collection of information about the 
domestic activities of United States citizens {whether by 
overt or covert means), the evaluation, correlation, and 
dissemination of analyses or reports about such activities, 
and the storage of such information, with exceptions for 
the following categories of persons or activities: 

11a. Persons presently or formerly affiliated, or 
being considered for affiliation, with the CIA, 
directly or indirectly, or others who require, 
clearance by the CIA to receive classified infor
mation; 

11b. Persons or activities that pose a clear threat 
to CIA facilities or personnel, provided that proper 
coordination with the FBI is accomplished; 

11c. Persons suspected of espionage or other illegal 
activities relating to foreign intelligence, provided 
that proper coordination with the FBI is accomplished. 

11 d. Information which is received incidental to appro
priate CIA activities may be transmitted to an agency 

• 
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with appropriate jurisdiction, including law enforce
ment agencies. 

"Collection of information from normal library sources 
such as newspapers, books, magazines and other such docu
ments is not to be affected by this order. 

"Information currently being maintained which is incon
sistent with the order should be destroyed at the conclusion 
of the current-congressional investigations or as soon 
thereafter as permitted by law. 

"The CIA should periodically screen its files and eliminate 
all material inconsistent with the order. 

"The order should be issued after consultation with the 
National Security Council, the Attorney General, and the 
Director of Central Intelligence. Any modification of the 
order would be permitted only though published amendments. 11 

COMMENT: This supplements the statutory changes proposed in Recom
mendation #1. It would establish strict safeguards and reassure the 
American people that the CIA will not collect or store information about 
their domestic activities. 

o Legislation to strengthen CIA's internal organization and 
management structure, including establishing a second 
Deputy Director position. 

"a. The Office of Deputy Director of Central 
Intelligence should be reconstituted to provide 
for two such deputies, in addition to the four 
heads of the Agency's directorates. One deputy 
would act as the administrative officer, freeing 
the Director from day-to-day management duties. 
The other deputy should be a military officer, 
serving the functions of fostering relations with 
the military and providing the Agency with tech
nical expertise on military intelligence 
requirements. 
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11b. The advice and consent of the Senate should be 
required for the appointment of each Deputy Director 
of Central Intelligence. 11 

C0lv1MENT: The purpose of this recommendation apparently is to ensure 
the presence of a strong administrative officer to run the day-to-day 
operations of the CIA while the DCI concentrates on policy matters and 
his community responsibility. The Commission assumed that this 
deputy would generally be from the career ranks of the Agency while the 
DCI would be an outsider. -. 

The second deputy position is necessary to acc~mmodate the desires 
of the military to retain input and influence at the top levels of the Agency; 
in the past, the single DDCI has traditionally been a military officer. 

If it is decided not to proceed with legislative proposals, the substance 
of this recommendation might be implemented by directing the DCI to 
reestablish a position such as Executive Director - Comptroller. This 
CIA official in the past exercised the administrative functions contem
plated for the second deputy director. 

o Revised procedures on the handling of security violations, 
including penalties for violations by present or former 
CIA employees. 

The Commission recommended: 

"a. In cases involving serious or continuing security 
violations, as determined by the Security Committee 
of the United States Intelligence Board, the Committee 
should be authorized to recommend in writing to the 
Director of Central Intelligence (with a copy to the 
National Security Council} that the case be referred 
to the FBI for further investigation, under procedures 
to be developed by the Attorney General. 

"b. These procedures should include a requirement that 
the FBI accept such referrals without regard to whether 
a favorable prosecutive opinion is issued by the Justice 
Department. The CIA should not engage in such further 
investigations. 11 (Recommendation #19.} 
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"The Commission endorses legislation, drafted with 
appropriate safeguards of the constitutional rights of 
all affected individuals, which would make it a 
criminal offense for employees or former employees 
of the CIA wilfully to divulge to any unauthorized per
son classified information pertaining to foreign intelli
gence or the collection thereof obtained during the 
course of their employment." {Recommendation #21.) 

COMMENT: The Com~ission found that the CIA had in the past become 
involved in surveillance of reporters and other Americans because the 
FBI refused to pursue security leak cases. It ther,efore recommended 
that a formal procedure of the U.S. Intelligence Board be established to 
refer security violations to the FBI and to require that the FBI investigate 
such cases. The intelligence agencies disagree with this recommenda
tion. The Department of Justice does not believe it should be required to 
take such cases; the other agencies doubt that the DCI should have to go 
through the USIB to refer a case to the FBI. 

The Rockefeller Commission also felt that security violations by past 
or current Agency employees could be reduced by enacting a new criminal 
statute penalizing disclosures. The Justice Department and the CIA 
disagree about the proper form for such a statute. New provisions con
cerning unauthorized disclosure of classified information are contained 
in S. l, the recodification of the criminal code, now before Congress. 
Any proposal for tighter criminal sanctions in this area will face severe 
criticism in the press and from Congress. The Commission itself 
recognized the sensitivity by recommending such legislation only if 
._.drafted with appropriate safeguards of the constitutional rights of all 
affected individuals. 11 

o Changed Executive Branch procedures on oversight of the 
intelligence community and White House contact with CIA, 
including a stronger role for the President• s Foreign 
Intelligence Board. 

The Commission recommended: 

11 a. The functions of the President• s Foreign 
Intelligence Advisory Board should be expanded 
to include oversight of the CIA. This expanded 
oversight board should be composed of distin
guished citizens with varying backgrounds and 
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experience. It should be headed by a full-time 
chairman and should have a full-time staff 
appropriate to its role. Its functions related 
to the CIA should include: 

11 1. Assessing compliance by the CIA 
with its statutory authority. 

112. Assessing the quality of foreign 
intellig_~nce collection. 

113. Assessing the quality of foreign 
intelligence estimates. ' 

114. Assessing the quality of the organi
zation of the CIA. 

115. Assessing the quality of the manage
ment of the CIA. 

"6. Making recommendations with respect 
to the above subjects to the President and the 
Director of Central Intelligence, and, wl:.ere 
appropriate, the Attorney General. 

''b. The Board should have access to all information 
in the CIA. It should be authorized to audit and 
investigate CIA expenditures and activities on its 
own initiative. 

11 c. The Inspector General of the CIA should be 
authorized to report directly to the Board, after 
having notified the Director of Central Intelligence, 
in cases he deems appropriate. (Recommendation #5.) 

11 A single and exclusive high-level channel should be 
established for transmission of all White House staff 
requests to the CIA. This channel should run between 
an officer of the National Security Council staff desig
nated by the President and the office of the Director or 
his Deputy." {Recommendation #26.) 

COMMENT: The Commission believed that the President's Foreign Intelli
gence Advisory Board was best qualified to be the body that kept close 
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watch on CIA activities. A number of agencies in the intelligence com
munity, and the PFIAB itself, have some doubts as to whether this body 
can adequately fulfill the role foreseen for it by the Commission. A 
question would also remain about PFIAB' s responsibilities over the other 
intelligence agencies. 

The Commission also proposed a single high level channel between the 
White House and the CIA in order to prevent improper White House re
quests to the CIA. Although the aim of this recommendation is laudable, 
some question has been :t;_aised about its practicality in light of the many 
day-to-day communications that necessarily must occur between White 
House ·staff persons and CIA employees. " 
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A Comprehensive Review of the Broad Issues 
Concerning the Intelligence Community 

The issues to be addressed in any comprehensive review of the 
intelligence community are posed in the following questions: 

What is the role of intelligence in the national policy 
process? How should the intelligence community be 
organized to fulfill this role? Should there be a supra
agency Director {or Coordinator) of National Intelligence? 
If so, what should be his charter vis-a-vis the community 
in terms of resource allocation, intelligence budget develop
ment, and management of the CIA? What should be his 
relationship to the President? 

What are the roles of the NSC and OMB in providing 
guidance to and management of the intelligence community? 

What are the roles of the NSC, the PFIAB and the Congress 
in oversight of the intelligence community? 

What is the Administration's policy on the conduct of 
covert actions? 

What are the limits of CIA authority to conduct activities 
within the United States? 

These questions could be addressed in a detailed study by a task group 
consisting of the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs, 
the Counsel to the President, and the Director of OMB. The task group 
would be directed to prepare for your consideration a detailed options 
paper containing recommendations for dealing with the broad structural, 
management and oversight issues discussed above. The group might 
also include, on specific matters, the Secretary of Defense, the Attorney 
General, or the Director of Central Intelligence. These options would 
address: 

(1) revisions to the National Security Act, the CIA Act of 1949, 
other intelligence legislation, and Presidential and NSC directives 
on intelligence matters; 
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(2) Executive Branch oversight and control mechanisms and 
procedures, including the roles of the NSC, PFIAB, OMB, 
and the White i"Iouse; 

{3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The role of the DCI and his responsibility and authority for 
the management of the Intelligence Community; 

the basic organizational structure of the Intelligence 
Community; 

; 

resource management within the Intelligence Community; 
and 

Congressional oversight of intelligence activities (including 
the possibility of declassifying some of the intelligence budget). 




